Figure 1. Receptor Selection Can Precede Clonal Selection in Both Developing and Mature B Cells
In developing B cells, matching autoantibodies and self-antigen (blue) induce editing and V gene replacement resulting in non-selfreactive (red) antibody. The non-self-reactive clones are substrates for selection. In the periphery, low-affinity interactions between antibody (green) and antigen (pink) may induce editing whereas high-affinity interactions between matching antibodies and antigen (pink) turn off RAGs allowing for clonal expansion. a serious challenge to Burnet's theory; he stated that reactive TCR␣ chain is replaced by another TCR␣ chain. The result is a normal thymus in which mature T cells "The clonal selection hypothesis could be disproved by showing that cells of a pure clone could, by appropriate do not express the self-reactive TCR␣ chain (Wang et al., 1998) . In the bone marrow, editing appears to be manipulations, be induced to produce any one of a variety of antibodies." (Burnet, 1959) . During receptor editlimited to a specific stage in B cell development (Melamed et al., 1998), and it can be predicted that a correing, B cells are "manipulated" by self-antigen to produce "any one of a variety of antibodies" and the non-selfsponding restriction may be found in developing T cells in the thymus. However, in contrast to B cells, the role reactive receptor is selected. However, it was difficult to place these early transgenic experiments in a physioof antigen in TCR editing is not entirely clear. Exposure to self-antigen may simply arrest T cells at a stage that logic context because the antibody transgenes were integrated outside their normal genomic locus. Thus, precedes cellular selection and in which there are continuous TCR␣ rearrangements. the emergence of non-self-reactive B cells would require transgene inactivation by an undetermined mechanism Although editing and receptor selection were not part of Burnet's model, the clonal selection theory could ceras well as new receptor assembly. Furthermore, it could be argued that this phenomenon might be due to the tainly accommodate receptor editing if receptor selection occurs before cellular selection. Indeed, antigenselection of randomly occurring mutations and that these mutant clones were the substrates for cellular driven receptor selection was proposed by Jerne in modeling a mechanism for repertoire diversification selection as proposed by Burnet 
